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A boundary-value problem is formulated and then shown to be well-posed 
on the strip for a linear partial differential operator P(t, x, Dt, DJ whose 
principal symbol has both real and complex simple characteristics. The boundary 
value problem considered will be formulated in an iterative manner and then 
shown to be well-posed by iteration. 
For an mth order partial differential operator P it is by now a standard 
technique to reduce, via microlocalization, local solvability and hypoellipticity 
questions for P to the same question for a first or second order pseudo differential 
operator (see [2] or [4]). The goal of this paper is to use a similar reduction 
technique to show the well-posedness of a boundary value problem for a partial 
differential operator P of principal type. However, it should at the outset be 
noted that this technique will be rigidly tied to the fact that the underlying 
domain is of the form [0, T] x RN and cannot be used to determine a well- 
posed problem for an operator P of principal type on a general domain G’ C RN. 
Moreover, the boundary operators are pseudo-differential and depend strongly 
on P. 
We shall begin by listing some well known results for operators of the form 
D, - ~(t, x, D,) or [Dt - ~(t, X, D,)][Dt - ~*(t, X, D,)], with ~(t, X, D,) a 
first order pseudo differential operator in x (X E RN) which depends smoothly 
upon t (t E [0, T]); that is, whose symbol ~(t, x, 8) satisfies the estimate 
LEMMA 1. Let r(t, x, D,) be a first order pseudo dz@rential operator in the 
x-variable which depends smoothly upon t E [0, T] and whose principal symbol 
U(T) is real valued. It follows then that for all s E R, all T > 0, all g E SS(RN), 
and all f E C([O, T]: x(RN)) there exists a unique u E C([O, T] : .%$(RN)) n 
Cl([O, T]: .@-,(RN)) such that 
(Dt - qc(t, x, D,>>u = f, 
u(0) = g. (1) 
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Moreover, for every s > 0 there exists a constant C, > 0 such that for all u 
satisfying (1.1) 
The proof of the above results is standard (see [3] or [5]). Moreover, the con- 
clusions of the above lemma remain valid if the condition u(0) = g is replaced 
by u(T) = g. 
The next lemma concerns second order elliptic operators. 
LEMMA 2. Let T(t, x, 0,) be a first order pseudo dafirential operator (in the 
x-variable) d-epending smoothly on t E [0, T] and such that Im u(T)(t, X, 5) # 0 
for 4 # 0. Then with S = [Dt - rk(t, x, D,)][Dt - rj$(t, x, DJ] + lower order 
terms it follows that there exists To > 0 such that for 0 < T < T,, , s > -1, 
f E x(QT) (Qr = [0, T] x RN) and gi E &+3,2(RN) there exists a unique 
u E Haf2(QT) such that 
su =f, 
q, *) = g1 3 
UP", *) =g,. 
Moreover there exists C = C(s) > 0 such that for all T E (0, T,,] and all 
u E %“(P, q; ww) 
(& 11 u 114 dt)“’ < CT (L= II Su 11: dt)1’2. (3) 
The proof of the above result is standard (see [5]), although inequality (3) 
is weaker than what is usually shown. 
We shall consider now a partial differential operator P(t, x, D, , D,) or order 
m with principal part P, having real coefficient and the factorization 
Pm(t, x, 7, 5) = fi (T - T&(4 x7 5)). 
k=l 
(4 
We shall assume that the roots rk in the factorization (4) satisfy the following 
conditions: 
and 
For each k, either Im(TJ is identically equal to zero or is never 
equal to zero, 
if j # k, then rj # Q . 
(5) 
(6) 
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Moreover, we shall impose some boundedness assumptions on the coefficients 
of P. 
If p = c 44 4 D&c , then sup 1 D&q, 1 < co for all 01 and p. (7) 
OT 
Note that (7) implies that P: YS(Qr) -+ .%‘&Qr) continuously and also that 
(7), (6), and the implicit function theorem imply that each ~~(t, x, 6) is the sym- 
bol for a classical first order pseudo differential operator. The following lemma 
will lead to the formulation of a boundary value problem for P and the proof that 
this problem is well-posed. 
LEMMA 3. There exist pseudo di$wntial operators ak,j(t, x, D,) (k = l,..., m, 
j=] >..., m - 1) of order 1 -jsuch that 
Tk - 5’ ,k,j) 
j=l 
is an operator of order zero. 
Proof. We begin by noting that 
b (Dt - 77~ - ak.l> 
= fi tot - Tk) - f (Li.1 fr (Dt - TV) + lower order terms. 
j=l k=l 
k#j 
We then set 
with P,-l equal to the principal symbol for the operator P - nT=“=, (Dt - TJ. 
It follows then from the calculus of pseudo differential operators that 
P - JJy=“_, (Dt - TV - ak,r) is an operator of order m - 2. Repeating this 
argument m - 2 more times the desired conclusion follows. 
The following standard partial hypoellipticity result (see Theorem 4.3.1 
of [I]) will lead to the regularity in t of the solution to our boundary value 
problem. 
LEMMA 4. If u E L,([O, T]: #s(RN)) and Pu E L,([O, T] : tiS-m(RN)), then 
u E &‘&([O, T]: &&(F’)). 
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We can now formulate our boundary value problem. By Lemma 3 the operator 
P has the representation 
P=IfSjl J 
j=l 
with J a zeroth order operator and each Sj such that for some rk either 
For j = I,..., q we now define boundary operators Bi in the following manner: 
If Si is first order hyperbolic choose A = 0 or A = 1, let Bju = u(AT, .) 
for u E C([O, T]: 6@‘(P)), and let i(j) = 1. 
If Sj is second order elliptic, let Bju = (~(0, .), u(T, *)) for u E C([O, T]: 
9’(RN)) and let i(j) = 2. 
THEOREM. With P, Sj , Bj , and i(j) a-s above the boundary value problem 
Pu =f, 
BlS2 ... S,u = gl ; 
J-b‘% ... s&4 =g,, (8) 
is well-posed in. the sense that for all T E (0, T,), f E L,([O, T]: .%$(RN)), and 
(61 >...> gJ E jJf=, Xs(RN)i’i) there is a unique u E L,([O, T]: Y,(RN)) which is 
a soktion of (8). 
Proof. Let S-r be the inverse operators defined in Lemmas 1 and 2 when 
the boundary conditions are homogeneous. By inequalities (2) and (3) we can 
choose T,, so small that 
with 11 . // denoting the operator norm for automorphisms on L2([0, T]: x(RN)). 
We now let u,, E L,([O, T] : *(RN)) be the solution of 
SlS2 ‘.. sp, = f, 
B,S, ..’ S,u, = g, , 
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obtained by successively solving the boundary value problems (& , BJ. Letting 
u = ua + V, we then see that boundary value problem (8) for u is equivalent to 
the problem 
Pv = -Juo, 
B,S, '.. S,v = 0, 
B,v = 0, 
which in turn is equivalent to the equation 
v + s,-’ *** S,-‘Jv = -S,’ . . . S,-lJu 0, 
which has a unique solution u EL,([O, T]:%(F)) since S;r ... &-'J is a con- 
traction. 
The regularity of the solution u (for sufficeintly regular data) can be easily 
obtained. We note first of all that by Lemma 4, u E &Q[O, T]: .#-,JIP)). 
We then re-write the equation Pu = f in the form 
Dtmu = f- 2 aj(t, x, D,)Dy-ju 
j=l 
(9) 
with aj(t, x, D,) an operator of order j in the x-variables. By differentiating both 
sides of (9) with respect to t we see that f E PI([O, T]: #8+,+1(RN)) implies 
that u E &,,+,([O, T]: .%-,&RN)). S uccessive differentiations of both sides of 
(9) with respect to t will lead to increased regularity in the t variable. We should 
also note that if k equals the number of elliptic factors of P then the solution u 
of (8) will have 2K more &derivatives (in both the t and x variables) than f 
if the boundary data gi is sufficiently smooth. 
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